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“Spew-zilla” embraces meditation as way to lower scores
Mark ‘Spew-zilla’ Waring,
long known as one of the most
volatile personalities on the
Red Neck tour, has shed the
‘Q’-link (yes, we know what
‘Q’ stand for) in favor of what
Waring calls ‘taming my inner
beast’.
Waring said, “yeah, I was
cruising my usual internet
porn sites and all of a sudden I
got a pop up ad for Meditation
of all things? I clicked it and
the rest is history. Everything
you need to know about it is
on YouTube”.

save money by not breaking
shafts from his errant flippy
shots”.
Tour members are trying to
get a copy of the Meditation
program in anticipation of the
tour debut of Scott ‘Man
crush’ Masters who has
reportedly thrown more than
his fair share of clubs.

Waring has requested later
tee times for this years trip
stating, “I just think it would
be nice to have a session on
the beach. Imagine the
euphoric feeling and
Several tour Red Necks have enlightened state one could
noticed an inner peace with
get with waves crashing in the
Waring that has never existed background? We could all
before.
bring our Yoga mats and I
could lead us. Some see it as a
Rodney ‘Sprinkles’ Collier
fad, but I see it as more of a
said, “hey, I live with the guy
tradition that could be
and have never seen him so
repeated year after year”.
calm in my life. If it would
cure my massive hooking
problems, I may give it a try”.
Byron ‘Jail-bait’ Williams
said, “I don’t think he will
shoot lower scores necessarily,
but I could see where he will
RED NECK TOUR TO TRAVEL BACK TO THE TPC OF MYRTLE BEACH
2010 marks a return to one of the highest rated
The course is highly regarded for its serene
tracks in Myrtle Beach, the TPC of Myrtle Beach.
environment with a few forced carries over wetlands
The Fazio designed course is not the typical easy
and a round that promises you will see few, if any
set-up the architect has been known for with some of other groups playing alongside yours. Expect to use
the toughest par four’s and most visually stunning par every club in your bag on this pure test of golf where
three’s on the Grand Strand.
the final par 5 (reachable with two big blasts) may
decide the tour championship this year.
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Masters says ‘no more three-jacking’
Some say its the long putter,
others say the Heavy putter, while
known three-jack Master, ‘Man
crush’ Master’s claim ‘its all in the
grip’.
Master’s. who is making his tour
debut this year will be the first Red
Neck ever to employ the hackylooking claw grip as his preferred
method of putting.
‘Super Mario’ Sponcia said, “It
just looks sad to have to resort to
such a chop-style grip. I think I
would try to go left-handed before
I would do it myself ”.
Byron ‘Jailbait’ Williams, has (of
course) monitored the big mans
progress (or lack thereof) on the
greens and has said, ‘I think this is
easier to fix than his flippy motion
on his full swing, its simple’.
Master’s said, ‘hacky looking or
not, I will do anything to stay
below 38 putts per round’.

Wing contest to tighten in 2010
Immediately after Sam
‘Spalding’ Julian’s last second
defeat of Mark ‘Spewzilla’ Waring,
tour oﬃcials began hearing cries
from losing competitors about the
contest being a ‘beer drinking
competition instead of a wing
eating one’.

2. Naked wings are worth 1 pt.,
battered wings are worth 1.5 pts.
3. A bonus of 7 pts. will be given
for eating all 3 mile wings or 10
pts. for eating all 911 wings.
4. Beers are worth 2.5 pts.

5. The contest is mandatory for all
Red Necks. The bill will be split
It seems the tour miscalculated
by all competitors except the
the weight of beer vs. wings and
winner who will win free food/
this year will attempt to ‘Spaldingbeer and will get his picture
proof ’ the competition so people
taken with Hooter’s hottie’s
like noted beer queer Byron
6. If a competitor pukes before
‘Jailbait’ Williams can have a
going to sleep, they lose and the
chance.
next player in line will be
The rules for 201o’s contest are
crowned Red Neck Tour Wing
as follows:
Champion for 2010 season.
1. The contest will run 1:30 and
will begin when the first wings
are delivered to the table.
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Player Profile:
Erik “Chernobyl, Twinkle
Toes” Scott

The early 2010 season has
wreaked havoc on the practice
sessions of many Red Necks
this year but ‘Chernobyl’ Scott
has (according to F & G
statistics) bucked the trend by
spending up to 5 days per week,
hoping to rid himself of the
viral shank-chip, shank-pitch,
shank-bunker-blast, and
shanked full shot that has
plagued his game for many,
many years. Scott is a streaky
player known for hitting tons of
fairways with his patented
‘twinkle toes’ finish, but from
8o yards in, he is a car crash
waiting to happen.
Scott said, “I have worked on
all facets of my game and feel
like Sponcia will come up empty
when it comes to video footage
of my normal bloopers around
the greens”.
‘Sprinkles’ Collier said, “Eric
looks more balanced on the
range than I have seen him in
years, I think this may be his
break out season”.
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